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ABSTRACT

Bone Conduction Microphones (BCM) allow recording
the speech signal which has traveled through solid mate-
rial composing the human body (bone, cartilage, soft tis-
sues). The main advantage of these microphones is their
ergonomics since they can easily be placed in head equip-
ment. However, their drawback is their lack of intelligi-
bility, which depends on several parameters, including the
location of the BCM. In order to understand the changes
induced by switching the BCM placement, the transfer
function difference between the oral cavity sound pres-
sure and the signal recorded by the BCM for two different
positions has been estimated. An oral sound source has
been designed in order to obtain reproducible measure-
ments. Moreover, the influence of the mouth opening on
the result has also been estimated since the mouth opens
more or less to radiate the sound while speaking. Finally,
an intelligibility test has been conducted at the same loca-
tions. The results show a better wave transmission from
oral cavity to forehead than to chin in the frequency band
[800;2500]Hz giving a first explanation to the greater in-
telligibility observed at the forehead.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Speech signal travels through the air but also bones,
cartilage, and soft tissues. When the signal propagates
only through air, it is called AC (Air-Conducted) speech.
When the signal travels through biological tissues, it is
known as BC (Bone-Conducted) speech. BC speech
can be experienced by speaking while covering one’s
ears. Different pathways of BC speech to the auditory
system have been determined thanks to the work of
Von Bekesy [1], Tonndorf [2], and Stenfeldt [3]. The
bone was, for a long time, the medium considered
most important in wave propagation through the body.
Hosoi [4], and Nishimura [5] highlighted the impor-
tance of cartilage conduction, and Sohmer [6] studied
extensively the soft tissue conduction which balances
the exclusive contribution of bone conduction. It is
common to record AC speech but rare to record BC
speech. Assumptions made on the propagation paths of
BC speech allowed the development of microphones that
capture BC speech as the in-ear microphone or the Bone
Conduction Microphone (BCM).

The BCM, which is a contact microphone, is
considered the first one developed and used to record
BC speech. Initially, this microphone was placed at
the throat position and was called the throat micro-
phone [7]. This microphone has been and continues to
be developed because it presents two strong advantages
over a conventional aerial microphone. First, since it
records BC speech, it is less disturbed by environmental
sound. BC speech has a higher signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) than AC speech recorded by one aerial micro-
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phone [8]. Second, BCM is an ergonomics solution
to record speech. It can be placed in head equipment
and can be worn simultaneously with a mouth-covering
protective device such as a gas mask. However, compared
to an aerial microphone, the BCM’s drawbacks are
poor intelligibility and sound quality [9, 10]. Therefore
research tries to understand and improve these limitations.

More or less complex signal treatments have been
applied to improve these limitations, with some based
on transformation filter [11–15] and others based on
machine learning process [16–19]. These methods try
to increase the intelligibility and sound quality of the
BC speech by using AC speech as the target sound. The
simplest treatment consists of filtering the BC speech by
the estimated transfer function between AC speech and
BC speech [12–14]. These methods have the advantage
of being low in machine cost compared to the one using
advanced machine learning but do not lead to satisfactory
results. All these methods are based on signal processing,
and no physical investigation of BC speech is made to im-
prove it. Higher knowledge of BC speech mechanism and
physical parameters influencing BC speech transmission
is needed to increase these two metrics more efficiently.

Figure 1. Speech production model and assumed
signals recorded by BCM for voiced sound.

Previous studies pointed out that intelligibility and
sound quality of the BCM are influenced by the micro-
phone’s position [20–22] and depend on the talker [23].
The position where the recorded speech has the better
quality and intelligibility does not correspond to the loca-
tion with the higher speech intensity [24,25]. Assumption
can be made that BCM record air-borne sound originating
from the vocal tract and structure-borne sound originat-
ing from the larynx/vocal folds. This hypothesis is pre-
sented in Figure 1. The reason for the difference observed
regarding intelligibility depending on the position is still
unclear. This article aims to explain the intelligibility dif-
ference at two positions by determining the change in the

transfer function ”oral cavity/BCM”. The influence of the
mouth on these transfer functions is also investigated since
the variation of the amplitude of bone-conducted speech
with respect to the amplitude of Air-conducted speech is
phoneme dependent [26, 27].

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Material

2.1.1 Recording materials & loudspeaker

The experiments took place in an audio-metric booth.
They implied a loudspeaker and various recording materi-
als given in Table 1.

Table 1. Recording material used and its details

Material Details

Loudspeaker Knowles HE-31751-000

Reference (aerial)
microphone

B&K 1/2” type 2669

BCM

Knowles BU-23173-000
(accelerometer with an
adapted electronic circuit
as used by Zimpfer et al.
[10])

Data recorder TEAC Lx-10

2.1.2 Subjects

To determine the effect of BCM placement and the mouth
opening on the wave transmission between the oral
cavity and BCM (estimation of the transfer functions),
ten volunteers aged from 23 to 57 participated in the
experiment. Among the subjects, three were female.
To conduct the intelligibility test, listeners and talkers
were needed. Four talkers aged from 25 to 49, whose
half were female, took part in the experiment. All talkers
were native French speakers, and none of them presented
speaking disabilities. Twenty listeners who are also native
French speakers accepted to do the intelligibility test.
They were aged from 18 to 59, and none demonstrated
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Figure 2. Scheme of the experimental setup.

hearing disorders.

Before starting the experiment, all subjects were
aware of the complete protocol and agreed to participate.
The experiments did not cause any physical damage to the
subjects.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Estimating change in transfer function between
oral cavity sound pressure and skin acceleration without
recording sound inside the mouth

Recording sound inside the oral cavity is complicated
since placing a microphone inside the mouth is difficult,
and it records a local sound pressure not representative of
the mean sound pressure in the mouth. To avoid these
problems, we decided to record the speech sound at 15cm
from the mouth. As the mouth radiation is the same when
recording simultaneously at different head positions, it
still enables us to see the influence of changing the micro-
phone position on the transfer function between the oral
cavity and BCM.

2.2.2 Effect of BCM placement and mouth opening

To evaluate the effect of the BCM placement, BCM
were positioned on the subject at two locations: forehead
and chin. The positions were chosen among the ones
explored by Tran et al. [20, 24], which shows that placing
BCM at the forehead should lead to higher intelligibility
than the chin but weaker signal energy. The subjects
equipped with the microphone sat in an audio-metric

booth, and an aerial reference microphone was placed 15
cm away from their mouth. A data recorder controlled
by a computer was used to record the signal of all
microphones simultaneously with a sampling frequency
of 48 kHz. The subjects put the loudspeaker inside their
mouth at 1.8 cm behind the teeth and shaped their mouth
like pronouncing the vowel [a]. The subject breathed with
the nose bringing the palatal velum in contact with the
tongue. The loudspeaker emitted a series of 0.4-second
tonal sounds. The emitted frequency corresponded to the
central frequencies of the sixth-octave band, starting from
250 Hz to 4490 Hz. A scheme of the experimental setup
is presented in Figure 2.

The recorded signals were post-treated. For each sig-
nal frame containing a unique tone, the Fourier transform
at the tone’s frequency was determined. The spectra of
the transfer functions between the reference microphone
and the BCM were then derived by interpolating between
the emitted frequencies.

To determine if the mouth opening influences the
transfer functions, the experiment was conducted twice
with the subject opening ”slightly” and ”normally” the
mouth but keeping it in a [a] position. The two openings
corresponded to a distance between the upper and lower
incisors approximately equal to 1 cm and 2 cm.

2.2.3 Intelligibility Test

To conduct the intelligibility test, the same setup as in Fig-
ure 2 was used, except that no loudspeaker was placed in
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the mouth of the talker. The two mostly used intelligibil-
ity tests, the MRT [28] and the DRT [29], are rhyme tests,
and both methods are described in [30]. Both methods use
single-syllable word stimuli, which need to be recognized
among six words and two words for the MRT and the DRT
test, respectively. Both evaluate consonant discrimination
in the initial position in single-syllable words but also in
the final position in MRT. The advantage of the DRT over
the MRT is that each choice involves single consonant dis-
tinctive feature discrimination, and the recognition score
can be attributed to this difference. These features were
first studied by Jakobson, Fant, and Halle [31]. Since
bone conduction can be seen as a low-pass filter [32], the
two features present in the French language that should be
the most impacted were thought to be graveness and com-
pactness. Therefore, the DRT was chosen since it allowed
focusing on these two features and having a short intel-
ligibility test. The paired consonants with these opposed
features tested in the DRT are given here :

• Grave/Acute: [m]/[n]; [f]/[s]; [p]/[t]; [v]/[z];
[b]/[d]

• Compact/ Diffuse: [S]/[s]; [k]/[p]; [k]/[t]; [Z]/[z];
[g]/[b]; [g]/[d]; [K]/[l]

For each feature, a list of 12-word pairs was con-
stituted. The apparition of the consonant pairs was
homogeneously distributed, and nine phonetic vowels
(six oral vowels and three nasal vowels) were used. All
24-word pairs were read by the four talkers and recorded
by all the microphones simultaneously.

The recorded sounds were equalized with respect to
their maximum amplitude before being presented to the
listeners. The latter heard all the words randomly and
chose among the two words composing the pair which one
they recognized. They listened to all the sounds recorded
by the different microphones, which made it possible to
calculate the recognition rate for each microphone.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Transfer functions

Figure 3 and 4 present the transfer function between
the reference microphone and the BCM placed at the
forehead and chin, respectively. In both cases, the
mouth was slightly opened. The mean transfer function
for the ten subjects and the interval of two standard
deviations centered on the mean were drawn in both

figures. Figure 3 has a mean transfer function that is flat
(varies in an interval of 5 dB) below 1 kHz and above the
amplitude decrease by around 12 dB/octave. Figure 4 has
a mean transfer function that decreases by 8 dB/octave
below 1.6 kHz and becomes flatter at higher frequencies.
The average standard deviation is around 6 dB for both
transfer functions.

Figure 3. Transfer function between reference mi-
crophone and BCM at the forehead with the slightly
opened mouth (M: Mean; SD: Standard Deviation).

Figure 4. Transfer function between reference mi-
crophone and BCM at the chin with the slightly
opened mouth (M: Mean; SD: Standard Deviation).

The same transfer functions were derived with the
opened mouth. Figure 5 and 6 present the transfer func-
tion with the BCM placed at the forehead and at the chin,
respectively. A decreasing trend can be observed in these
two figures, and the average standard deviation is around
6 dB for both. Figure 5 has a mean transfer function that
is flat (varies in an interval of 5 dB) between 315 Hz and 1
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kHz. The amplitude decreases by around 11 dB/octave at
higher frequencies. Figure 4 has a mean transfer function
that decreases by 7 dB/octave below 1.6 kHz and becomes
flatter at higher frequencies.

Figure 5. Transfer function between reference mi-
crophone and BCM at the forehead with the normally
opened mouth (M: Mean; SD: Standard Deviation).

Figure 6. Transfer function between reference mi-
crophone and BCM at the chin with the normally
opened mouth (M: Mean; SD: Standard Deviation).

3.2 Intelligibility Test

The subjective intelligibility test was conducted, and the
recognition scores of 96 words (4 talkers * 24 words)
of the 20 subjects depending on the microphone are
represented by boxplots in Figure 7. The really high
recognition score of the reference microphone confirms
that the listener understands the test and that no mistake
was made during the words recording process. The sig-
nals being recorded simultaneously, the consistency of the

result given by the listeners are therefore not questioned.
The number of correct answers when recording through
reference microphone is for all the listeners higher than
BCM microphones. It correlates with the results of the
literature [9].
The reference microphone has the smallest spread of
results, and the BCM at chin has the biggest spread
among the three microphones. The mean recognition
rate is 99% for the reference microphone, 86% for the
microphone at the forehead, and 77% for the microphone
at the chin. For 75% of the listener, the recognition rate
when recording with the BCM at the forehead and at the
chin is higher than 83% and lower than 82%, respectively.
This result confirms that with the microphone used in this
study, placing the BCM at the forehead location allows
recording a more intelligible speech than at the chin, as
shown for another BCM in [20, 22]

Figure 7. Recognition score of the single-syllable
words depending on the microphone used to record
speech (The green triangle represents the mean of the
series).

4. DISCUSSION

The four transfer functions between the reference mi-
crophone and the BCM (Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5,
Figure 6) can be seen as a low pass filter with different
cut-off frequency and order depending on the position.
This observation is in line with the result in the litera-
ture [32]. Indeed it is usually considered that above 2
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kHz or 3 kHz, the BCM does not record enough speech
signals. The influence of the microphone’s position was
observed by calculating the differences in dB of the
two transfer functions of each subject with the slightly
opened mouth. This result also refers to the transfer
function between the skin acceleration at the chin and the
forehead, which can be observed in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Transfer function between the skin vibra-
tion at the chin and the one at the forehead. Thin-
darkened frequency band corresponds to the bands
where the mean is above 3 dB (M: Mean; SD: Stan-
dard Deviation).

Figure 8 shows that the mean transfer function
between skin vibration at the chin and the forehead is
above 3 dB between 800 Hz and 2500 Hz. It demon-
strates that changing the position of the BCM from the
chin to the forehead leads to better recording of the
sound frequency between 800Hz and 2500 Hz. These
frequencies are central for the speech signals since much
speech information is contained in this frequency band.
This result demonstrates with a physical explanation
that the forehead is a BCM’s location to prefer over
the chin. This better transmission could be due to the
thinner layer of soft tissues between the BCM and the
bone at this location [33]. Another reason could be that
the wave propagates easier from the oral cavity to the
skull through the palatal bone than to the mandible. The
subjective intelligibility test confirms that the speech is
more intelligible when recorded with the BCM placed
at the forehead than the chin and could be explained by
this better transmission. However, it is only one of the
reasons, and others, as the structural vibration of the vocal

fold that could deteriorate the recorded speech signal,
should also be studied.

Estimation of the transfer function between skin
vibration at the chin and the forehead is also conducted
for the normally opened mouth case to observe the
influence of the mouth opening. Figure 9 gathers in one
graph the transfer functions corresponding to the two
mouth opening with index 1 (thin lines) corresponding to
the slightly opened mouth and index 2 (thick lines) to the
normally opened mouth. The modification of the mouth
opening doesn’t change the previous result, as seen in
Figure 9. Moreover, the change in the mouth opening
does not change the trend of the transfer function between
the reference microphone and BCM. Some differences
that seem to appear between Figure 3 and Figure 5 and
Figure 4 and Figure 6 are assumed to be due to the
change in the radiation effect. This assumption seems
fair considering Figure 9. Therefore the transfer function
between oral cavity sound pressure and skin acceleration
does not seem to be influenced by the mouth opening,
which indicates that mouth opening does not affect the
wave transmission between the oral cavity and BCM
position.

Figure 9. Influence of mouth opening on the transfer
function between the skin vibration at the chin and
the one at the forehead (M: Mean; SD: Standard De-
viation; Index 2 corresponds to a bigger mouth open-
ing than Index 1).
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the difference in the trans-
fer function between oral cavity sound pressure and BCM
response implied by changing two parameters: the bone
conduction microphone position (chin and forehead) and
the mouth opening. The results demonstrate that the wave
transmission from the oral cavity to the forehead in the
frequency band [800; 2500] Hz is higher than from the
oral cavity to the chin. It could explain the result of
the subjective intelligibility test conducted in this paper
which shows a higher intelligibility score when recording
at the forehead than at the chin. This relative transmission
of the oral cavity to the forehead compared to the chin
was unchanged when modifying the mouth opening. The
latter was finally considered to have no influence on the
propagation efficiency from the oral cavity to BCM loca-
tions. Other locations could be studied and compared to
the present one to determine the best BCM location based
on the objective criteria: better transmission from the oral
cavity to BCM in the speech frequency band.
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